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The photograph above shows the 7 GeV proton

synchrotron NIMROD at the Rutherford Laboratory

in England. NIMROD (the "mighty hunter" in the

Book of Genesis) was recently closed down after

15 years of important contributions to the

field of high-energy physics research. During

this time, research teams from about 20 differ-

ent universities carried out a total of about

80 experiments. (Photo: Rutherford Lab.)
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SLAC WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION

Last August 21, the Women's Association pre-

sented a slide show by artist Gertrude Reagan
called "Science: A Source Of Aesthetic Pleas-
ure." Ms. Reagan displayed a series of strik-
ingly beautiful slides produced by recent tech-
niques of photography. The subjects included
sunspots, mountains, living cells, and the human
body. Ms. Reagan is married to SLAC physicist
Daryl Reagan, and her father was also a physi-
cist. With such a life-long exposure to sci-
ence, it was natural for her to turn her artist-
ic talent toward scientific subjects, and the
results were indeed a source of aesthetic pleas-
ure to those who attended her show.

On September, the noon program of the Wo-
men's Association was "An Introduction To
SPIRES," originated and presented by Louis Ad-
dis of the SLAC Library. The demonstration was
presented on a number of computer terminals
that were "slaved" together so that each member
of the audience could have a clear view of a
terminal display screen. The program consisted
of a pre-recorded audio tape synchronized with
the visual displays which explained the workings
of SPIRES and how it is used at SLAC. ("SPIRES"
is an acronym for "Stanford Public Information
REtrieval System.") Practical hints were given
on how to use the SLAC computation facilities,
from remote terminals, to identify SLAC public-
ations in various ways, compile bibliographies,
search the physics literature, etc. After the
recorded part of the presentation, Ms. Addis
answered more detailed questions from the aud-
ience. This was a most interesting and inform-

ative program.

On October 11, the SLAC Women's Association
combined their varied talents with hard work to
stage a fund-raising barbeque lunch and member-
ship drive. Over 60 SLAC employees attended
the barbeque, which was held in the Sector 6
picnic area. We dined on chicken soup, delic-
ious barbequed chicken, assorted salads and
side dishes, and a variety of desserts. This
affair seemed to be well-received by everyone
who came, and many said they would eagerly
await the next barbeque.

Please keep an eye on the bulletin boards

at SLAC for announcements of future programs
and events sponsored by the Women's Association.

If you would like to join the Association,
please contact either Shirley Livengood (ext.

2338, Bin 82) or Diana Gregory (ext. 2353, Bin
11). Although we would certainly like everyone

to join the Association, any person at SLAC,
member or not, is invited to attend any of our

future noon-hour programs or events.

--Shirley Livengood

STANFORD WORD PROCESSING TRADE SHOW

A first-time event, the STANFORD WORD PRO-

CESSING TRADE SHOW, will be held on November 17
and 20 for Stanford faculty and staff. Fifteen
of the leading manufacturers have been asked to
display their equipment in operation and to in-
troduce new products and systems to the Stanford
audience. A partial list of suppliers who are
planning exhibits includes Addressograph-Multi-
graph, Xerox, IBM, Wang Laboratories, Lexitron,
NBI, Vydec, Digital Equipment Corporation, and
3M Company.

Two on-campus alternatives to these commer-
cial suppliers will also be represented: SCIP,
which provides timeshared word processing on the

Campus Facility 370/168 computer; and the Encina
Word Processing Center, which has video-display
text editors and a "Thought Tank" dictation sys-
tem that can be dialed from any campus extension

phone. Documents created on the Center's word-
processors can be transmitted to the 370/168,
and vice-versa.

The second floor of Tresidder Union has been
reserved for the Show on Friday, November 17,
from 1:00 to 5:00 PM, and again on Monday, Novem-
ber 20, from 9:00 AM to 1:00 PM.

To help answer questions and to get the most
out of the equipment show, a pre-show WORD PRO-
CESSING SEMINAR is slated for November 9, from
9:30 to 11:30 AM, in Room 282 at Tresidder. The
Seminar will be of interest to anyone involved
in word processing or concerned about office

productivity.

The Seminar and Show are being sponsored by
COST, the Committee on Office Systems and Tech-
nology, which is comprised of members from var-

ious University departments. During the past
year, members of this Committee have interviewed
Stanford offices using word processors, worked
with Procurement Services to provide information
to those considering new equipment, helped test
equipment compatibility, and begun investigation
of the potential for shared campus-wide services,
such as electronic mail. The Committee is
chaired by Jon Sandelin, Assistant Director of
SCIP.

Questions concerning the Seminar or Show

should be directed to Harvey Silverman of Pro-

curement Services, at 497-1751.

MILITARY TARGET: Any person, thing, idea, en-
tity, or location selected for destruction,
inactivation, or rendering non-usable with
weapons which will reduce or destroy the
will or the ability of the enemy to resist.

--Fundamentals Of Aerospace Weapons Systems
US Air Force ROTC Manual
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EXPANDING YOUR HORIZONS

IN SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

A conference for 7th to 12th grade young

women and interested adults in San Mateo County

Saturday, November 18, Canada College

SLAC parents of young women in Junior or Sen-

ior High School in San Mateo County may be inter-

ested in this special Conference. The goals of

the Conference as described in the brochure we

received are as follows:

--To increase young women's interest in math-

ematics and science

--To foster awareness of career opportunit-

ies for women in math- and science-related fields

--To provide students an opportunity to meet

and form personal contacts with women working in

traditionally male occupations

--To alleviate the isolation of young women

who are interested in science and math

Conference Schedule

9:00 AM Pick up registration packets, Main

Theater, Canada College

9:30 AM Welcome And Panel Discussion

Moderator: Jane Day, mathematician,

College of Notre Dame

Cancer Researcher: Yolanda Scott George,

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

Mechanical Engineer: Zella Jackson, IBM

Manager: Carolyn Morris, Hewlett-

Packard

Doctor: Judith Urrea, O'Connor Hospital

10:30 AM Refreshments

10:45 AM Question Period

11:30 AM Lunch

12:30-1:45 PM First workshop session

2:00-3:15 PM Second workshop session

3:30-4:00 PM Closing and evaluation

Workshop Sessions

The afternoon workshop sessions will be div-

ided into three parts: (1) those for students in

the 7th to 9th grades; (2) those for students in

the 10th to 12th grades; (3) those for adults.

Within each of the two workshop sessions, there

is a wide choice of specific sessions to be chos-

en from either the category of "hands-on work-

shops" or that of "career discussions."

Within each of the two workshop sessions for the

students, there is a wide selection of specific

topics to be chosen from either the category of

"hands-on workshops" or "career discussions."

The adults also have a wide choice of topics

available for their worshop sessions.

Registration

Registration ends on November 10. The first

500 applicants will be accepted. There will be

no registration at the Conference.

A copy of the brochure describing the Confer-

ence will be posted on the bulletin board out-

side the SLAC Library (second floor of the Cen-

tral Lab). This brochure contains a registration

form that can be Xeroxed. The brochure also des-

cribes how to obtain additional information about

the Conference, details of the workshop sessions,

etc.

FAMILY DAY RACE & RAFFLE WINNERS

4-Mile Foot Race:

8-Mile Bike Race:

100-Yard Dash:

1.6-Mile Bike Race:

(12 years & under)

Alan Homna

Dave Coward

Larry Abbott

Andrew Coward

23:41

24:31

untimed

5:37

Raffle Winners

Alice McLerran

Vern Smith

Esther Wojcicki

Anna Laura Berg
Bill Neill

Al Hillegass
Herman Winick

W. J. Tsiack

Tom Hostetler

Merrill Card

Robert Smith

Celeste Gresenti

Rhonda Roberts

Kim Young

Roy Miller
Ronald J. Johnson

Rich Pera

Terry & Marilyn Ehinger

John Conduitt, a personal friend of Newton,

tells the following: Mr. Molyneux related to

us that after he and Mr. Graham and Dr. Brad-

ley had put up a perpendicular telescope at

Kew, to find out the parallax of the fixed

stars, they found a certain nutation of the

Earth which they could not account for, and

which Molyneux told me he thought destroyed

entirely the Newtonian system; and therefore

he was under the greatest difficulty how to

break it to Sir Isaac. And when he did break

it by degrees, in the softest manner, all Sir

Isaac said in answer was, when he had told

him his opinion, "It may be so, there is no

arguing against facts and experiments," so

cold was he to all sense of fame at a time

when a man has formed his last understanding.

--D. Bentley

Memoirs of Sir Isaac Newton

-- - - I _
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The earth-moving necessary to form the tunnel for the PEP storage ring is now essentially com-
plete. Next month's Beam Line will contain a description of this work, along with more of Joe
Faust's photographs of the subject.
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PARITY VIOLATION IN POLARIZED
ELECTRON SCATTERING

1. A Brief Summary

In recent months, a group of physicists from

five different institutions has carried out a

very difficult and important experiment at SLAC.

In this experiment (E-122), polarized electrons

from the accelerator were directed against a

target of liquid deuterium (heavy hydrogen) or

of liquid hydrogen, and those electrons that were

deflected or "scattered" through an angle of 40

were recorded in a particle-detection system.

The electron beam was polarized in either of two

ways: "left-handed" or "right-handed." One of

chief motivations for the experiment was to test

a theoretical prediction that the scattering of

left-handed electrons would occur with a slight-

ly greater probability than the scattering of

right-handed electrons.

The predicted asymmetry between left and

right was very small, about 1 part in 10,000,

and to achieve a clear-cut measurement of so

small a difference required both the accumulation

of a large sample of scattering events (more

than 1011) and exceptional control of the exper-

imental conditions. The main factors contribut-

ing to the success of the experiment were these:

1. A new polarized electron source, PEGGY II,

which produced beam intensities comparable to

those from a conventional SLAC electron gun.

2. The use of a detection system that meas-

ured the "flux" of scattered electrons, rather

than counting individual events.

3. A beam-monitoring and feedback system that

provided precise measurement and control of the

beam energy, position at the target, and scatter-

ing angle.

4. The use of several independent methods for

reversing the beam polarization.

The physics results obtained in Experiment

E-122 can be summarized in the following way:

(a) The scattering of left-handed electrons

did in fact occur with a greater probability than

that of right-handed electrons. Since this asym-

metry between left and right is inconsistent with

the physics principle known as the "conservation

of parity," the most direct statement of the ex-

perimental result is this: Parity is not con-

served in the scattering of polarized electrons

from deuterium or hydrogen.

(b) More generally, all previous examples of

parity-violation have involved the so-called

"charged-current" interactions, in which a unit

of electric charge is transferred between the two

interacting particles. No charge is transferred

in the scattering processes observed in E-122,

which thus provided the first example of parity-

violation in a "neutral-current" interaction.

(c) The measured asymmetry is very close to

the level of 1 part in 10,000 predicted by the

earliest and simplest of the theories (the "Wein-

berg-Salam model") which postulate that two of

the basic forces in nature, electromagnetism and

the weak force, are actually just different mani-

festations of a single "unified" force. E-122's

results support this model, but contradict many

of the alternative models recently proposed.
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II. Background
In the next 3 pages we review some physics

information that may be helpful in trying to un-

derstand the recent experiment at SLAC. The

topics are these:

A. Particles and forces

B. A picture of particle interactions
C. Electron polarization

D. The violation of parity

Those who already have some familiarity with

these matters may find it profitable to skip

directly ahead to Section III on page 5.

A. PARTICLES AND FORCES

We begin by dividing up the world into two

families of particles and four kinds of forces:

Particles

Hadrons Leptons

proton electron
+ many + a few

others others

Forces

Gravity

Electromagnetism
Strong Force
Weak Force

In what follows, we try to deal with the partic-

les more briefly than usual, giving most of our

attention to the forces.

1. The Hadrons

The hadron family consists of all those part-

icles that are affected by the strong or nuclear

force, while the lepton family consists of the

particles that are not so affected. The hadron

family includes the familiar proton and neutron,

which together form the nuclei of atoms, and it

also includes several hundred other members in

various classes (mesons, baryons) and subclasses.

During the last 10 or so years, a great deal of

circumstantial but persuasive evidence has seem-

ed to show that the hadrons are not in them-

selves "elementary" particles, but are rather

composite structures built up from simpler ob-

jects called quarks. Although the idea of

quarks will not concern us until we near the

end of this article, we note here that present

evidence appears to require 6 kinds of (oddly

named) quarks as the "building blocks" of the

hadron family:

6 QUARKS

up strange top

down charmed bottom

(+ 6 anti-

quarks

2. The Leptons

In contrast to the hadrons, the leptons ap-

pear to be as simple as particles can get, and

thus to be truly elementary particles. The lep-

tons form a very exclusive club, whose three el-

Informnation
ectrically charged members are the electron (dis-

covered in1897), the muon (1936), and the tau

(1975-77 at SPEAR). The electron and muon each

has associated with it its own distinctive neut-

ral partner, a neutrino, and the tau probably

does also. So the leptons presently form a sex-

tet similar to that of the quarks:

6 LEPTONS

electron muon tau

electron muon tau

neutrino neutrino neutrino

+ 6 anti-

leptons

Thus a half-dozen each of quarks and leptons is

the present elementary Cast of Characters in

particle physics. In the following discussion

of forces, however, we'll temporarily set aside

the idea of quarks (which have never been seen)

and return to the observed hadrons.

3. The Fundamental Forces

The chart at the bottom of this column sum-

marizes the more important characteristics of

the four known basic forces in nature. We want

to expand upon this chart by adding a little

more information about each of the forces.

Gravity. Although the behavior of matter in

large-sized lumps (planets, Frisbees) is dominat-

ed by the gravitational force, its intrinsic

strength is so much less than that of the other

three forces that its effects in the small-scale

world of the particles are totally ignored. Some

theorists speculate about an eventual unification

of gravity with the other forces, but for the

moment at least, such a prospect seems remote.

Electromagnetism. The electromagnetic force

acts between particles that are electrically

charged, whether they are leptons or hadrons.

As an example of electromagnetism, the size and

structure of atoms (and thus of almost every-

thing) is determined by the force of attraction

between the positively charged central nuclei

ELECTRO-
FORCE + GRAVITY VTISM STRONG WEAK

Range Infinite Infinite 10-13 cm 10-15cm

Relative -37 1 100 - 0 4

Strength

Particles l All Hadrons H a d r o n s

All Hadrons
acted upon charged Leptons

"Carrier" Vector
Gravitons Photons Hadrons

of force Bosons?

Planetary Atomic Nuclear Radio-
Exape orbits forces forces activity

_ _ _ _ _ _ _I � _ _ I_ _ _� __I� I_
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and the surrounding clouds of negatively charged

electrons. The theory of electromagnetism as it

applies to the elementary particles has been giv-

en the jaw-breaking name quantum electrodynamics,
or QED for short. This theory is by any criter-

ion the most successful in all of physics. The
validity of QED has been verified over a range
of distance extending from several earth radii
down to about 10 -15 cm. Because of its success

(the agreement between theory and experiment

often extends out to 6 or 8 decimal places), QED

has often been used as a model in attempts to

understand the other fundamental forces.

The Strong Force. As we've already noted,

the particles upon which the strong force acts

are defined as the hadrons ("hadr-" is a Greek

form for "strong"). The range over which the

strong force is effective is only about 10-13

cm, which is roughly the size of a single had-
ron. But within this range its intrinsic stren-

gth is about 100 times greater than that of el-

ectromagnetism. Until quite recently, the

strong force was commonly described as "poorly
understood," even after some 40 years of inten-

sive study. However, during the last several
years experiment and theory have conspired to

create a certain optimism that a start has fin-

ally been made toward understanding this force.

The Weak Force. Unlike the others, the weak

force does not seem to hold anything together.

Instead, its effects are most evident in the

"fall apart" processes of radioactive decay. The

weak force acts upon all hadrons and all leptons

and it is thus a more universal force than eith-

er electromagnetism or the strong force. (Grav-

ity acts upon everything, even light.) The most

peculiar aspect of the weak force is its "range"

of less than 10- 15 cm, less than 1/100 the size

of a proton. If the weak force is "carried"

through this incredibly small distance by the

hypothetical particles that have been named in-

termediate vector bosons, then the range dictat-

es that these bosons must be much more massive

than any particle yet discovered. Although

these properties of the weak force appear to be

as different as can be imagined from the infin-

ite range and massless carrier (the photon) of

electromagnetism, there is nevertheless a grow-

ing body of evidence that supports the idea of

a deep connection between the weak and electro-

magnetic interactions.

B. A PICTURE OF PARTICLE INTERACTIONS

A classical picture of the interaction be-

tween two electrons (e-) would look something

like this:

e e

This process might be described as "mutual re-

pulsion caused by the electric fields of the

two negatively charged particles." In the mod-
ern, quantum description, the role of the field

in the interaction is made explicit:

e - e

In this picture, the repulsive force between the

two particles is carried or "mediated" by a quan-

tum of the electromagnetic field, a photon (y),
which is said to be "exchanged" between the part-

icles. The experimental evidence makes it reas-

onably clear that this is what actually happens

in electromagnetic interactions. But then the

question arises: Do all particle interactions
happen in this way? That is, are the weak,

strong and gravitational interactions also medi-
ated by field quanta (force-carrying particles)?

Physicists generally assume that the answer
to this question is "Yes," although each of the
other three forces presents some difficulties
that we won't describe here. In the case of the
weak interactions, it will turn out to be useful

for us simply to adopt the force-carrier picture
as though it were correct (it may be), and then

to see where that leads us. We assume that the

quanta of the weak force are the intermediate

vector bosons mentioned earlier, and that there

are three such particles:

W+ W° W-

(The neutral boson is.usually called Z° rather

than W°, but we use the latter here for simplic-

ity.) Now we remind ourselves of the symbols
that are used for four familiar particles:

electron = e-

electron
neutrino = Ve

proton = p

neutron = n

Then the following sketch shows three poss-
ible weak interactions in which the W bosons car-

ry the force between pairs of interacting part-

icles:

Ve e"

I +
In p

n P

e- Ve e- e-

I I

p n p p
P

n PPt

Charged
currents

Neutral
current

e--- e-

Events in which either a W+ or a W- boson is ex-

changed are called "charged-current" interact-

ions, because in both cases one unit of electric-

__ _ _ · _ C
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al charge passes between the two interacting

particles. In contrast, the exchange of a W°

boson is an example of a "neutral-current" in-

teraction.

C. ELECTRON POLARIZATION

Electrons share with many other kinds of

particles the intrinsic property called "spin,"

which we can think of as the rotation of the

particle about some axis. This spin (or angular

momentum) is a "vector" quantity, which means

that it is characterized by both a magnitude and

a direction. The magnitude need not concern us

here, but the direction is important. According

to the arbitrary convention that has been adopt-

ed, the particle's "spin vector" or "spin direct-

ion" is taken to be along its axis of rotation

and is determined by the so-called "right-hand

rule" shown in the next sketch:

Spin -+

vector

Rotation +-

Spin vector

-AF defined by
<-\ \ right-hand rule

€k
Now we suppose that we have a beam of elec-

trons traveling in a certain direction, and that

the electrons in this beam are oriented in eith-

er of two different ways:

1. Spin vector same as

beam direction:

RIGHT-HANDED LONGITUDINAL

POLARIZATION

2. Spin vector opposite

to beam direction:

LEFT-HANDED LONGITUDINAL
POLARIZATION

4-

Our main interest here will be in these two

states of longitudinal polarization, right- and

left-handed, because it is the scattering of

these two states from a target that was studied

in Experiment E-122. However, there is also a

certain probability that the beam electrons will

have their spin vectors oriented at 90° with

respect to the beam direction:

4
Beam

direction

This is called transverse polarization, and we

shall come later to an important test that was

made during the running of E-122 in which the

electron beam was transversely polarized.

Finally, when an electron beam consists of

a mixture of equal numbers of electrons in each

of the various polarization states, then the

polarization effects cancel out, and the beam

is said simply to be unpolarized. Unpolarized

beams also have a role to play in E-122.

Do THE VIOLATION OF PARITY

In the preceding section we saw that the

distinction between RH and LH polarization was

based on the use of an arbitrary convention, the

"right-hand rule," which connects the direction

of a particle's spin vector with the actual phys-

ical rotation of the particle. It seems evident

that nature will be indifferent tosuch ideas of

right- and left-handedness, and this presumed in-

difference is one aspect of the important phys-

ical principle called the "conservation of par-

ity."

But this presumed indifference turns out to

wrong. In the case of the weak interactions

(but not the electromagnetic or strong), nature

makes an absolute distinction between right- and

left-handedness. One simple example of this

"violation of parity" is the weak-interaction

process by which a positive pion (E+) decays in-

to a positive muon (p+) and a muon neutrino (v1).

We imagine the pion, whose spin is zero, to be

moving at high speed from left to right, so that

after the decay the muon and neutrino will also

be moving in approximately the same direction:

AfterBefore

7; Direction
of motion

Since the total spin of the muon and neutrino

must add up to zero, these two particles must

have opposite polarizations. In the sketch the

muon's polarization is right-handed, while that

of the neutrino is left-handed. There is nothing

in the laws of quantum physics that prevents the

polarizations from being reversed: LH muon and

RH neutrino, but this is never observed. Muons

can appear with either LH or RH polarization in

various circumstances, but neutrinos are always

polarized left-handed. Stated differently, there

is no such thing as a right-handed neutrino, and

thus processes in which neutrinos appear always

violate parity.

Parity-violation has also been observed in

weak-force processes that do not involve neutrin-

os, but only in the charged-current weak inter-

actions that we described on the previous page.

In view of the identification of parity-violation

with the weak interactions, it is not surprising

that the neutral-current weak interactions also

violate parity, but Experiment E-122 has provided

the first clear evidence to .substantiate this.

_ _ _ _I_ _ _ _ _ _I _ _ _ _ � _ ___ _ �I�_ � _� � _I __ _ _
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III. The Experiment

Experiment E-122 was carried out at SLAC dur-

ing several months in the spring of this year.
The experimental group consisted of 20 physicists

from five different institutions; these are shown

in the box below. The experiment was technically

complex, and in this section we try to describe

the apparatus and the design of the experiment

in enough detail to get a sense of the complexity.

A. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Experiment E-122 at SLAC set out to look for

an asymmetry in the scattering of longitudinally
polarized electrons from a deuterium (or hydro-

gen) target. More specifically, the quantities

to be measured in the experiment were these:

P = the probability (or "cross section")
of scattering for electrons with

right-handed polarization.

P = the probability of scattering for elec-
trons with left-handed polarization.

The comparison between these two measured prob-
abilities was to be expressed in terms of an

asymmetry, A, which was defined as

PRH PLH
A=

RH LH

For a number of years it has been quite evident
that a measurement of this possible asymmetry

would have a great deal of physics interest, and
in fact several earlier experiments, at SLAC and

elsewhere, had made an effort to measure it. But
this earlier work had yielded the result that
A = 0 (no asymmetry), as far as could be deter-
mined. The key phrase here is "as far as could
be determined." A somewhat less formal rephras-
ing might be something like, "Man, this is a

hard way to make a living. We'll never find the

damn thing." But the experimenters in E-122 fin-

ally did find it, and to do so they had to solve
some hairy problems that we now want to look at

briefly.

1. Statistics

In earlier electron-scattering experiments

at SLAC, the maximum rate at which scattering

events could be recorded was one event during
each 1.5-microsecond-long beam pulse from the

accelerator. If the accelerator produced 120

pulses/second and ran 24 hours/day, then the

daily event accumulation was about

120 x 60 x 60 x 24 = 107 events/day

But before we decide than 10 million is a big
number, let's see how many events E-122 needed
to collect.

The experimental design of E-122 was based
partly of the theoretical prediction that an
asymmetry might show up at a level of about
A =10-4, or one part in 10,000. This means that

any errors or statistical uncertainties in the
data would have to be held down to about 10-5

or less to produce a convincing result. To re-

duce the statistical uncertainty to that level

requires that the total sample of scattering

events be more than 1010. As a practical matt-
er, various tests have to be made, and not all

the data is sufficiently clean to be useful so
the actual total in E-122 was more than 101.

Rounding off at 1011 events, the time re-
quired to run E-122 with conventional experimen-
tal techniques would have been:

1011
-- 104 days : 27 years

107

of flat-out accelerator running. This is a great

leap forward toward job security, but difficult

to sell as a piece of physics.

The solution to this 27-year problem is the

obvious one of doing things faster. That is, in-
stead of collecting 1 scattering event during

each accelerator beam pulse, figure out a way to

collect about 1000 events/pulse. To achieve such

a speed-up, the E-122 experimenters had to devel-

op two important new techniques:

1. A source that could produce polarized el-

ectrons some hundreds of times more copiously

than had been previously achieved.

PARITY NON-CONSERVATION IN INELASTIC ELECTRON SCATTERING*

C. Y. Prescott, W. B. Atwood, R. L. A. Cottrell, H. DeStaebler,
Edward L. Garwin, A. Gonidec,** R. H. Miller, L. S. Rochester, T. Sato

D. J. Sherden, C. K. Sinclair, S. Stein, R. E. Taylor

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

J. E. Clendenin, V. W. Hughes, N. Sasao,tt K. P. SchUler
Yale University

New Haven, Connecticut 06520

M. G. Borghini
CERN

Geneva, Switzerland

K. LUbelsmeyer
Technische Hochschule Aachen

Aachen, West Germany

W. Jentschke
II. Inst. fur Experimentalphysik

Universitat Hamburg, Hamburg, West Germany

ABSTRACT

We have measured parity violating asymmetries in the inelastic scat-

tering of longitudinally polarized electrons from deuterium and hydrogen.

For deuterium near Q2 - 1.6 (GeV/c)
2

the asymmetry is (-9.5 x 10
- 5

) Q
2

with statistical and systematic uncertainties each about 10X.

(Submitted to Phys. Lett.)

_ _ _ _ _ _ � _ � _ __� ____ _ _ _ _
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2. A particle-detection system that could

handle about 1000 events/pulse not by the stand-

ard technique of counting each one individually,

but rather by measuring the integrated flux of

scattered electrons during each beam pulse.

2. Experimental Errors

Both of these new techniques added to the

already formidible problem of holding down the

possible measurement errors to a very small lev-

el. We'll describe the monitoring and control

of possible error sources in some detail later

in this section. For the moment we want to make

only the following remarks. E-122 would have

faced an impossible task if it had set out to

measure the absolute cross sections or probabil-

ities for the scattering of RH and LH polarized

electrons. To use an analogy, suppose that we

have two pieces of steel pipe, Pipe A and Pipe

B. Each of the pipes is approximately 80 feet

long, but one of them is 1/8 of an inch longer

than the other. The problem is to decide which

pipe is the longer:

Pipe A

K \ \ \\ \ \ \ \ \x \ \ K Z \ x,

Pipe B

I1\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\' Vy////////////,/ ///I

-- 80 ft ---- 80 ft

It is probably obvious that measuring each

pipe separately with two different yardsticks,

or even one very accurate yardstick, is not like-

ly to provide a convincing answer. The two-

measurement approach might work out with some

sort of very fancy laser-ranging system, but

there is an easier way, namely, to lay the two

pipes side-by-side on a flat surface, align them

at one end, and then look at the other end to

see which pipe sticks out:

A

_D>>>>___'>'>__"__' + A is longer than BV/////////////////1

AlignAlign
B

In an analagous way, the goal in Experiment

E-122 was not to measure the absolute sizes of

anything (scattering probabilities) but rather

the difference between two things of almost eq-

ual size. So to the extent possible, the exper-

iment was designed to "lay the two pipes side-by-

side" in order to make an immediate and direct

comparison.

B. LAYOUT OF THE EXPERIMENT

The drawing at the bottom of this page is a

schematic layout of E-122. Each of the main el-

ements in the experiment is identified by an it-

alic number (1-10), and we want to begin here by

describing each of these elements briefly. After

that we'll look in a little more detail at the

polarized electron source (1), the particle-

detection system (7-10), and the beam-monitoring

and control system (2-4).

1. The polarized source is designed to in-

ject into the accelerator a beam of electrons

that is polarized in either a RH or LH sense.

The source is pulsed at the same rate as the ac-

celerator, 120 pps, and the choice between RH

and LH polarization is determined randomly for

each pulse. The source can also be adjusted to

provide unpolarized electrons for certain cross-

checking tests.

2. After injection into the SLAC accelerator,

the beams are accelerated to one of several dif-

ferent energies between 16.2 and 22.2 GeV. Earl-

ier tests had established the fact that the ac-

celeration process has a negligible effect on the

initial polarization of the beam electrons.

3-4. In the beam switchyard, the high-energy

beam is deflected through an angle of 24°0 (not

shown in the figure). Beam monitors of several

kinds measure the energy, current, position and

angle of the beam and feed this information into

a microcomputer. This computer then sends out

control signals to beam-steering coils and to

the accelerator klystrons in order to make small

corrections in beam energy, position and angle.

4

END STATION A3

1 2

7

To electronics

_ _ _I I __
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5. The beam passes from the switchyard into
End Station A, where it strikes a 30-cm-long
target which contains liquid deuterium. (Some
data were also taken with liquid hydrogen.) The
nucleus of the deuterium atom consists of one
proton combined with one neutron in a composite
particle called the "deuteron" (d). When a beam
electron collides with a deuteron in the target,
either of two general kinds of interactions can
occur: (1) elastic scattering, in which the deut-

eron simply recoils from the collision like a
billiard ball; or (2) inelastic scattering, in

which the deuteron is broken up, or new particles
are created, or both:

elastic: e -+ d - e- + d

inelastic:

e- + d - e- + p + n

e + d + e + d + · + +IT

e- + d + e" + p + n + 7° -

e- + d + e- + (anything else)

The experimental conditions chosen for E-122 were

such that the great majority of the detected el-
ectrons came from inelastic scattering processes.
Since none of the other kinds of particles was
detected by the apparatus, the general reaction
that was studied was the sum of the 3 inelastic
interactions listed above plus those implied by
the "anything else" of the 4th such interaction.

6. From time to time during the experiment
the sign and magnitude of the beam's polarization

are measured in a device called a polarimeter.
This is accomplished by observing the elastic
scattering of beam electrons from the atomic el-
ectrons in a magnetized iron foil (a process

called Miller scattering). The polarization var-
ied somewhat but averaged about 37% during the

course of the experiment.

7. The first element in the particle-detect-

ion system is the spectrometer, which consists of
two bending (B) or dipole magnets and one quad-
rupole (Q) magnet. The spectrometer is position-
ed with its axis at an angle of 40 with respect
to the primary beam direction, and it is designed
to "accept" (pass through) scattered electrons

whose momentum is between about 65% and 95% of
that of the primary electron beam. On the aver-
age, each beam pulse from the accelerator brings
to the target somewhat more than 1011 electrons,
and of these the spectrometer will typically
accept, momentum-analyze and pass through about
1000 electrons that have scattered from the tar-
get deuterons.

8-9. The scattered electrons exit from the

spectrometer and pass through the Cerenkov coun-

ter, then enter the shower counter. In both of
these detection devices, the electrons cause an
amount of light to be emitted (by different pro-
cesses) that is proportional to the number of

incident electrons. This light is collected sep-

arately in each counter by phototubes, whose out-
put is a flow of electrical current that is also
proportional to the amount of light collected.
The Cerenkov and shower counters thus provide
two separate measurements of the flux of scatter-
ed electrons which traversed the spectrometer.

10. Some particles other than scattered el-
ectrons are expected to pass through the part-

icle-detection system, in particular the pions
(I) that are the most easily created of the

strongly interacting hadrons. In order to meas-
ure how much "contamination" these unwanted part-
icles produce in the flux of scattered electrons,
the shower counter is followed by a block of
lead that is sufficiently thick to stop all of
the electrons, and then by a pion counter which

detects any electrically charged particles that
have succeeded in penetrating through the lead
(or in creating new particles there). For the
two highest beam energies used in the experiment,
19.4 and 22.2 GeV, the total contamination of un-
wanted particles was about 2% of the scattered
electron flux.

C. THE POLARIZED ELECTRON SOURCE

Work on the development of a source of pol-
arized electrons for use with the SLAC acceler-

ator extends back to about 1971. The first such
source, called PEGGY I, was developed as a col-
laborative effort between the Yale University
physics group led by Vernon Hughes and several

members of the SLAC staff. This source was used

in earlier experiments E-80 and E-95.

The new source used in E-122, called PEGGY
II, was developed largely through the efforts
of Ed Garwin, Roger Miller, Charles Prescott and

Charles Sinclair of SLAC. Its chief advantages
over the original source are that it can deliver

a polarized beam intensity that is several hun-
dred times greater and is in fact comparable to
the intensity of a conventional SLAC electron

gun; and also that the polarization of the beam
can be reversed by purely optical means, rather
than through the reversal of a magnetic field.
Both of these factors were very important to
the success of E-122.

1. PEGGY II

The general structure of the PEGGY II polar-
ized electron source is somewhat similar to

that of a conventional electron gun. The main

A Columbus Story

The accelerator physicists and engineers
are the ones who built the boat. The exper-

imental physicists are the ones who set sail
and discovered America. The theoreticians

are the ones who stayed behind in Madrid and
predicted the boat would land in India.

--V. Weisskopf

_ _ s� � __ __
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nninf-cq of differenceP are incdicated in tile scnemI-

atic drawing of PEGGY II at the bottom of this

column and can be described as follows:

1. The usual thermionic cathode (heated emit-

ting surface) is replaced with a crystal of the

compound gallium arsenide (GaAs), which is main-

tained at the temperature of liquid nitrogen

within a very good vacuum system. Very thin lay-

ers of the elements cesium and oxygen are depos-

ited on the surface of the GaAs to make it eas-

ier for electrons to escape ("to produce nega-

tive electron affinity," is the jargon).

2. A tuneable dye laser produces intense

flashes of light at a wavelength of 7100 ang-

stroms (7100 i, which is red light like that

emitted by light-emitting diodes). The laser is

pulsed in a pattern that matches that of the ac-

celerator: 1.5-microsecond pulses repeated 120

times per second. The laser light pulses are re-

flected by a mirror through two different optical

polarizing elements, after which they travel up

to strike the GaAs cathode. These light pulses

"pump" electrons out of the cathode by the photo-

electric process. The photoemitted electrons

can be polarized either left- or right-handed,

or unpolarized, depending on the polarization

of the incident laser light.

The electronic band structure of gallium ar-

senide is such that right-circularly polarized

light will cause the emission of longitudinally

polarized electrons in the following ratio: 3/4

RH-polarized, and 1/4 LH-polarized. (And vice-

versa for left-circularly polarized light.)

This mixture of 3/4 RH- and 1/4 LH-polarization

results in a beam that has an overall RH-polar-

ization of 50%, as shown in the following sketch:

3/4 RH + 1/4 LHeam

= 50% overall direct

beam polarization ion

This overall 50% beam polarization is actually

the theoretical maximum, and in practice it is

not so easy to achieve. As we noted earlier,

the average beam polarization, IPel, during the

course of the experiment was 0.37 or 37%. There

was enough fluctuation in the measured values of

beam polarization, however, to introduce an error

attributable to this cause of +5% in the fiAal

asymmetry measurement for the experiment. This
. 1 - . . . ..--aI -s 4 ' - .1 A -* t f. 4 7- nm-ai; rt Lr1-

Charles Sinclair is shown here with the high-

power laser used with the PEGGY II polarized

electron source. (Photo by Joe Faust.)

__ � II _ _____� � __ _I
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ror in the experiment.

3. The electrons emitted from the GaAs cath-

ode are focused by magnetic coils and deflected

through a right angle by a bending magnet on

their way to the accelerator. These manipula-
tions of the low-energy (65 keV) beam do not af-

fect its polarization in any significant way.

2. Optical Control Of The Polarization

As we shall soon see, it was very important
in Experiment E-122 to reduce any systematic dif-

ferences in the beam parameters between left-
and right-handed polarized beams to an absolute

minimum. With the previous PEGGY I source, pol-
arization reversal was effected by reversing a
magnetic field; this was much less satisfactory

than the purely optical control of polarization
that became available with the PEGGY II source.

The new control system in PEGGY II also allowed

the beam polarization to be selected randomly

for each individual accelerator pulse, which min-
imized the effects of slow instrumental drifts.

The figure below shows the two optical polar-
izing elements in the PEGGY II source in more de-

tail, The linearly polarized light flashes from

the dye laser are reflected by a mirror through,

first, a linear and then a circular polarizer
in the path leading to the GaAs cathode.

r

Briefly, the linear polarizer is a birefring-
ent calcite prism that is used as the "slow

switch" in the system. The prism can be set to
any of three different rotational positions iden-
tified as 00, 450 and 90°. Changes from one
position to another are made only occasionally
(about once a day).

The circular polarizer is also a birefringent
crystal called a "Pockels cell." This is the

system's fast switch. The cell acts to convert

linearly to circularly polarized light under the

control of an applied DC voltage. Reversing the

voltage reverses the polarization of the light,

which in turn reverses the polarization of the
photoemitted electrons. The Pockels cell is pro-

grammed to produce either RH or LH polarization
for each individual beam pulse on a random bas-

is. (The decay pattern of a small radioactive

source provides the "randomness.")

The manner in which the two optical polariz-

ers select the beam polarization is shown in the
next small table:

Prism Pockels Cell Electron
Setting Voltage Polarization

00 + RH
LH

450 + 0
0- O

g9oo + LH
9Q- ~RH

We'll postpone a discussion of the significance
of these different combinations until the last

part of this section.

D. THE PARTICLE-DETECTION SYSTEM

We turn now to a description of the system

Cerenkov Shower Pion
Spectrometer + + +

Counter Counter Counter

which was used to detect the scattered electrons.

1. Spectrometer

Although the existing 8 and 20 GeV/c spec-
trometers in End Station A had been used in the

earlier experiments, E-80 and E-95, the experi-
menters on E-122 decided to use a different sys-

tem of momentum analysis for the recent work.
The problem with the existing instruments was

that they had not been designed to "accept"

scattered particles over a broad enough range

of momenta and angles to make the desired 1000

scattering events per beam pulse practical. For

this reason, E-122 put together a new spectro-
meter with greater acceptance which consisted

ode

CIRCULAR POLARIZER

Voltage-controlled polar-
ization produced in this
Pockels Cell is selected

for each pulse on a ran-
dom basis. In "direct"

mode, - voltage produces
left-handed polarization.

LINEAR POLARIZER

Calcite prism is rotat-
ed occasionally among

3 orientations:

/ Prism Pockels Mode

00 direct

900 reverse

450 unpolarized

MIRROR

_ __

-- ---

- --- ' -I 1
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of three large magnets that were temporarily bor-

rowed from the existing machines. The final ar-

rangement was bending magnet B201 (from the 20

GeV/c spectrometer), followed by quadrupole Q82

and bending magnet B81 (from the 8 GeV/c), in

roughly the following spatial configuration:

Side
nE-3 B20 J ---- - --- i " i ----- -- view
i\ L -20^3-^-Q82 B81

Target B

Floor

Targ- B201 T
Z ___ view
Target

0 5 10 15 meters 20

The spectrometer "looks" up at the target at an

angle of 4° with respect to the primary electron

beam (side view). The top view shows that the

bending magnets each deflect the beam to the

left. The quadrupole magnet focuses the scatter-

ed particles in the horizontal plane, but defoc-

uses them in the vertical plane. As noted earl-

ier, the magnet currents are adjusted so that

the spectrometer will accept about a 30% spread

in the momenta of the scattered electrons, with

the acceptance centered at a momentum about 20%

below that of the primary beam.

The photograph on this page is an (accident-

ally reversed) view of the E-122 particle de-

tection system in End Station A.

2. Cerenkov Counter

This counter makes use of an interesting

physical effect that was discovered by the Russ-

ian physicist Pavel Cerenkov in 1934. To begin

with, one of the well-known consequences of Ein-

stein's Theory of Relativity is the fact that

no material object can travel faster than the

speed of light. But this principle applies to

the speed of light in vacuum, which is the ul-

timate speed limit. When light propagates

through other media (say water or glass or the

earth's atmosphere), its speed is reduced by an

amount that depends on the index of refraction

of the particular medium. In the case of water,

for example, the index of refraction is about

1.33, which means that the speed of light in

water is only about 75% (1 . 1.33) as great as

that in vacuum.

The high-energy particles we deal with here

at SLAC travel at very high speeds. If we use

the symbol c to indicate the speed of light in

vacuum, then the speed of a 20 GeV electron is

about 0.9999999997 c. If such a particle finds

itself is almost any material medium, even a very

dilute gas, its speed will be greater than the

speed of light in that medium; and the question

is, What happens then?

The answer is that the too-fast electron will

immediately begin to slow down by radiating away

some of its energy in the form of light and other

kinds of electromagnetic radiation. The emission

of such Cerenkov radiation occurs in a way that

is somewhat similar to a sonic boom. That is,

an airplane traveling faster than the speed of

sound produces a cone-shaped shock wave which

spreads out behind it as it moves forward. This

is also what happens to a too-fast particle as it

travels through matter. The following sketch

shows the general idea:

Cerenkov

Cerenkov

radiation

Lth of

rticle

light

This left-right reversed photo was taken

from a point above the target (foreground)

in End Station A. The E-122 spectrometer

curves off to the right (left) of the

straight beam pipe.

_ __ _I�
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The three circles in the sketch are meant to rep-
resent the expanding spheres of radiation emitted
by the particle at three different times. These
reinforce each other to create the cone-shaped
"shock wave" of Cerenkov light that propagates
outward from the particle's wake.

The Cerenkov counter used in E-122 is filled
with nitrogen at normal atmospheric pressure.
Although the index of refraction of this gas is
only about 1.0003, this is enough to give rise
to Cerenkov radiation from any scattered elec-
tron that has passed through the spectrometer
before entering the Cerenkov counter.

3. Shower Counter

After the scattered electrons have marked
their passage through the gas in the Cerenkov
counter by trailing a soft blue glow of light,

they then bump into what must seem the stone
wall of the shower counter. The active element
in this device is glass that has been "loaded"
with lead; and as the electrons penetrate into
this material, they signal their presence by
shedding energy in several different ways. The
most important of these energy-loss processes at
high energies is called an "electromagnetic show-
er." The beginning of such a shower is shown
schematically in the following sketch:

El ecti

Y
Wfvvw

e

Y

e+

e

Y

e

e+

Y

e

The incoming electron (e-) first emits a quantum
of radiation, a photon (y), by interacting with
one of the nuclei (not shown) in the lead-glass.
Then the photon interacts to create an electron-
positron (e+) pair, the pair radiate more phot-
ons, which create more pairs, which .. . and so
on. The result of all this is a cascading pro-
cess, the "shower," which may eventually include
thousands of photons, electrons and positrons.

The output signal from a shower counter is
often obtained by directly collecting some of
the electrically charged particles that are
created or are knocked loose from the atoms in
the device. In the case of E-122's shower coun-
ter, however, the charged particles are ignored;
instead, the visible light that is produced dur-
ing the shower is collected by phototubes, which
deliver an output signal that is proportional to
the amount of light that was generated within

the counter. This is essentially the same tech-
nique that is also used with the Cerenkov count-
er. The output signals from each of these two
counters are processed in separate electronics
systems. These provide two measurements of the
flux of scattered electrons coming from the tar-
get. Although the two different measurements
are not completely independent of each other,
they do provide complementary information be-
cause the two counters do not respond in exactly
the same way to the background "noise" of stray
particles coming through the spectrometer, etc.

The E-122 experimenters had to carry out ex-
tensive calibration and testing of the Cerenkov
and shower counters in order to assure them-
selves that the flux of scattered electrons
could be measured with the accuracy that the ex-
periment required. We will not describe these
instrumental tests here, other than to note that
the particle-detection system was able to handle
a typical number of about 1000 scattered elec-
trons during each beam pulse, and that the sys-
tem allowed the measurement of the scattering
asymmetry, A, to a level of about 1 part in 105.

E. BEAM-MONITORING AND CONTROL

When the SLAC accelerator is running, it is
not unusual for it to provide beams of different
energies and intensities to as many as 4 or 6
different experiments that are being carried out
simultaneously. Well, not exactly simultaneous-
ly. What happens is that the accelerator is
programmed to deliver, say, 60 pulses per second
(pps) of 20 GeV electrons to Experiment A, 10
pps at 16 GeV to B, 40 pps at 2.25 GeV to the
SPEAR storage ring, and so on. Over the years,
a good deal of effort has gone into developing
this multiple-beam capability so that any chan-
ges that are made in the characteristics of one
beam will have as little effect as possible upon
the other beams in the programmed sequence.

There were few complaints about the quality
of the interlaced multiple beams until E-122 came
along. But the beam-monitoring and control sys-
tem that the E-122 experimenters designed for
their work was so sensitive that they began to
find little quirks in beam behavior that no one
had ever seen, or even thought of, before. Our
fantasy is that someone from E-122 would seize
the floor at the experimental scheduling meetings
to complain bitterly about jitter, or beam-energy
fluctuations, or something, when pulses were be-
ing switched back and forth among different ex-
periments. And to any who might question that
the Princess's mattress could really be all that
uncomfortable, E-122's response was to produce
from under the bed, Presto! a motley collection
of hitherto undetected square rabbits.

Sweetness and light returned when the exper-
imental schedule was finally juggled to let E-122
go it alone for awhile. During that solo running

SLAC Beam Line, October 1978 11
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the accelerator operated at the maximum pulsing

rate that E-122 could handle, 120 pps, and all

attention was focused on delivering to the ex-

periment a beam of the highest possible quality.

We can get an idea of the reasons for the group's

persnickety standards of beam quality by consid-

ering the following potential problems.

If the beams with left-handed polarization

were to differ from those with right-handed pol-

arization in a systematic way, then such differ-

ences would be a serious source of potential

error. This is because even very small changes

in the beam energy, current, position at the

target, and angle of scattering can all influ-

ence the flux of scattered electrons which the

detection system actually measures. To achieve

the required accuracy for the experiment as a

whole, any systematic differences between the

RH- and LH-polarized beams were to be held to

the limits that are listed in the following

table.

In this table, the minus sign means that the

average beam current with LH-polarized electrons

exceeded that for RH-polarized electrons. Also,

(V) and (H) refer to the vertical and horizontal

positions of the beam at the target, and the

vertical and horizontal scattering angles.

The data in the table indicate that there

were in fact systematic differences in beam par-

ameters between RH- and LH-polarized beams, but

that these were quite small. The most important

systematic difference was that of beam energy,

where the measured difference was not quite held

within the desired limit. Taken all together,

the measured beam-parameter differences resulted

in a correction of 3.3% that was applied to the

final asymmetry value measured in the experiment.

In addition, ± 3.3% was added to the systematic

error in the final answer as the assumed contrib-

ution from these beam-parameter differences.

(Incidentally, the small numbers in the

table are not a statement about how good the

SLAC beams are, but rather how good the exper-

imenters were in averaging out beam jitter.

Also, as an example of how small is small: .001

microradian is the angle that a penny would

cover if it were looked at from a distance of

10,000 miles.)

The Beam-Monitoring Hardware

The reduction of systematic errors to the

levels shown in the table was made possible by

the system of beam monitors and controls that

is illustrated schematically in the box below.

Most of the monitoring devices shown in this

sketch make use of microwave cavities, in which

fields are induced by the passage of an electron

beam pulse. For each beam pulse during Experi-

ment E-122, the beam position, energy and cur-

rent were measured, and the angles were deter-

mined by cavities located 50 meters apart. A

Average Systematic Differences Between Beams

With Right- And Left-Handed Polarization

Beam Desired Measured
Units

Parameter Limit Difference

Energy <.0016 .0018 Percent

Current <.01 - .005 milliamp

Position (V) <0.4 .014 micro-

At Target (H) <0.7 .06 meter

Scattering (V) <0.06 .0007 micro-

Angle (H) <0.6 .001 radian

24 °4e/

STEERING
MAGNETS

STEERING
MAGNETS

\

_
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feedback system controlled by a microcomputer

used signals from the monitors to make small

pulse-to-pulse corrections of the beam position

and angle (through beam-steering coils) and of

the beam energy (through the accelerator klys-

trons).

The two beam monitors labelled @ (phi) in

the drawing are located at either end of the

"bending" region in the beam switchyard, where

a sequence of magnets deflects the primary elec-

tron beam through an angle of 24°0 on its way to

the target in End Station A. These monitors take

advantage of the fact that the length-of-path,

and thus the time-of-flight, of the beam elec-

trons through the switchyard depends upon the

beam energy. For a 1% difference in beam energy,

the flight-time difference is 17 picoseconds

(17 x 10-12 second). The phase of the fields in-

duced in these two monitors accurately reflects

the arrival time of the beam pulse in each, and

by comparing the signals from these monitors in

a phase bridge the beam flight time can be deter-

mined to an accuracy of about 0.1 picosecond

(equivalent to an energy difference, AE, of

.006%). This extremely sensitive method for

measuring the energy difference between success-

ive beam pulses was developed fairly recently by

members of SLAC's Accelerator Physics group in

collaboration with some of the E-122 experiment-

ers.

F. RUNNING THE EXPERIMENT

Now that we've gained some familiarity with

the apparatus used in Experiment E-122, we turn

to a description of the actual execution of the

experiment. We plan to proceed in the follow-

ing sequence:

1. What is measured

2. Tests with unpolarized beams

3. Polarized beams: optical selection

4. Polarized beams: selection by precession

5. The final result

1. What Is Measured

Back on page 5 we noted that a comparison of

the scattering probabilities for RH- and LH-pol-

arized electrons was the aim of E-122, and that

any observed difference between PRH & PLH would

be expressed as the asymmetry A:

PRH- P
A =

RH PLH

Note that an excess of RH- over LH-scattering

would yield a positive value of A, while the op-

posite would yield a negative value.

The experiment proceeds by measuring two quan-

tities for each beam pulse:

(a) The integrated beam charge as measured by

the toroid beam monitors labelled ( in the prev-

ious sketch.

(b) The integrated output of the phototubes

which "read" the Cerenkov and shower counters.

We'll call (a) the "beam flux" and (b) the

"detector flux." The ratio of (b) to (a) is a

measure of the scattering probability for each

beam pulse, and we'll assign the symbol p to this

one-pulse probability measurement:

detector flux
P = beam flux

After we've accumulated a great many values of

p, we can draw the following two conclusions:

1. p is independent of the beam flux (accel-

erator beam current) to within a fraction of a

percent (± 0.3%). This means that the detectors

respond linearly to changes in beam intensity

within the desired accuracy.

2. The variations in p are consistent with

the statistical fluctuations of about 3% from

pulse to pulse that are expected from a detector

flux that is typically 1000 electrons per pulse.

So far, so good.

2. Tests With Unpolarized Beams

Now we do a series of runs in which we look

for an asymmetry where none is expected by using

a regular unpolarized beam from the SLAC accel-

Neutrinos, they are very small.

They have no charge and have no mass

And do not interact at all.

The earth is just a silly ball

To them, through which they simply pass,

Like dustmaids down a drafty hall

Or photons through a sheet of glass.

They snub the most exquisite gas,

Ignore the most substantial wall,

Cold shoulder steel and sounding brass,

Insult the stallion in his stall,

And, scorning barriers of class,

Infiltrate you and me. Like tall

And painless guillotines, they fall

Down through our heads into the grass.

At night, they enter at Nepal

And pierce the lover and his lass

From underneath the bed-you call

It wonderful; I call it crass.

--John Updike

Now my own suspicion is that the Universe is

not only queerer than we suppose, but queerer

than we can suppose. --J. B.S. Haldane

Don't let me catch anyone talking about the

Universe in my department. -E. Rutherford
--E. Rutherford

__ _ _ _ _ __ �_ ___ ___ _� � _ __ _ _
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erator. Each beam pulse is fictitiously desig-

nated "RH" or "LH" by the same random number gen-

erator that is used to determine the sign of the

Pockels cell voltage. For these unpolarized-

beam runs, the shower counter measurements gave

the following result:

A
unpolarized = -2.5 2.2) 10-5

Beam polarization

where the average beam polarization IPe| = 0.37,

as previously noted. This measured value of a

"fake" asymmetry was small enough to lend assur-

ance that the experimental apparatus would be

able to measure a possible real asymmetry between

the scattering of RH- and LH-polarized electrons

down to the desired level of about 10
- 5.

3. Polarized Beams: Optical Selection

The next step was to apply the same measuring

procedures to a series of runs using polarized

beams from the PEGGY II source. During these

runs, the beam polarization was determined by the

combined influence of the two optical polarizing

elements that we discussed back on page 9. As

a reminder:

Prism setting:

Pockels voltage:

Beam polarization:

00
+ -

RH LH

450
+ -
0 0

900
+ -
LH RH

Data were taken at each of the three orient-

ations of the calcite prism. The results of

these runs for a beam energy of 19.4 GeV are

shown in the next figure, which includes both

the Cerenkov and shower counter measurements:

20O I

0 Cerenkov counter

0 o * Shower counter

Hx Beam Energy:
IN 19.4 GeV /

10 /
O 450 /

/I /

m 0° U/ 90°

0-

EH^~~/

Orientation:
00/ 45° 900

z -10 -

(Errors shown are
statistical only)

-20 I I -

The figure shows clearly that the measured exper-

imental asymmetry reverses, as expected, in go-

ing from a prism setting of 00 to 90°. This re-

sult serves to separate the effects attributable

to the beam polarization itself from any peculiar

systematic effects that may be connected with

reversal of the Pockels cell voltage. In addit-

ion, the fact that the measured asymmetry at a

prism setting of 450 is zero (with small errors)

is an indication that any other sources of error

related to the asymmetry must be quite small.

The approximately equal and opposite asymmetry

values measured at 00 and 90° also support this

conclusion.

The last point to be noted about this figure

is the fact that the measurements made by the

Cerenkov and shower counters are mutually con-

sistent. As we noted earlier, these two counters

have quite different responses to different kinds

of background effects, so their very similar re-

sponses here serve as a check that background

contamination of this data is no more than a min-

or effect.

4. Polarized Beams: Selection By Precession

As we've just seen, with the calcite prism

at 0° and positive voltage on the Pockels cell,

PEGGY II emits a beam with RH polarization.

However, we have not yet mentioned the fact that

the beam polarization at the target depends upon

the final energy to which the beam is accelerated

in the SLAC linac.

This energy dependence of the polarization

comes about in the following way. Electrons pos-

ess a certain magnetic property ("anomalous mag-

netic moment") which causes their spin direction

to precess relative to their direction of motion

when they are deflected by a magnetic field. One

kind of precessional motion is the wobbling of

a spinning top, but we

that suits our present

ering the next sketch:

can probably get a picture

purposes better by consid-

24½©

a bend Beam direction

Beam t
Magnet 6 O 9C~

Energy (GeV) 1.6 3.2 4.8 6.4

Precession

Degrees 90 180 270 360

Radians T 2rr

In this picture, we send a 1.6 GeV electron beam

through a bend angle of 24
1 o and note that the

spin direction precesses through 90°. Then, in

turn, beams of 3.2, 4.8 and 6.4 GeV pass through

the same magnet (adjusting the magnet current to

produce the same 24½° deflection each time); and

we note spin-precession angles of 1800, 2700,

and 3600, respectively. In the last case, a pre-

_ _ __ __ _ _ ·_ _

- --- --
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cession of 3600 brings the spin direction around

full circle and back to its original orientation.

Before applying this information to the sit-

uation at SLAC, we want to convert our angular

measurements from degrees to the units called

radians:

Radians

1
7r

27r
47r

6?T

Degrees

57.3
180

360

720

1080

So 21T, 4', 67 radians are equal to 1, 2, 3 com-

plete cycles of precession that bring the spin

direction back to its original orientation.

For the actual experimental conditions at

SLAC, the 24
1 0 beam deflection between the accel-

erator and End Station A results in a spin pre-

cession of i radians for each additional 3.2 GeV

(actually 3.237 GeV) of beam energy. The next

table shows the four values of beam energy that

were used in running Experiment E-122 and how

these energies affected the beam polarization at

the target. The table also includes a column

labeled "momentum transfer," which we'll discuss

in a moment.

Assume RH-Polarized At Source: - Q2

_--- Average

Beam Precession Polarization Momentum

Energy Angle At Transfer

(GeV) (Radians) Target (GeV/c)2

16.2 5.0 r LH 1.05

17.8 5.57 v Trans- 1.25
verse

19.4 6.0 ir - RH 1.46

22.2 6.9 T C LH 1.91

Note that the highest energy beam used in the

experiment, 22.2 GeV, was not quite energetic

enough to produce a precession angle of 7t rad-

ians, so the beam polarization at the target did

not quite reach a full reversal of the source

polarization for this beam energy.

The quantity symbolized as "Q
2 , in the

right-hand column above is a measure of the

average momentum that is transferred from the

incoming beam electrons to the recoiling target

deuterons during the collisions of interest.

The value of Q
2 is different for each of the

four beam-energy settings, and we will have to

make allowance for these differences because the

experimental asymmetry is expected to be propor-

tional to Q
2 . This is done in the following fig-

ure, which summarizes the data obtained at the

four different beam-energy settings.

LO

0

x

10

C14

u

Q)

(N

U-

5

p i

U)

z

N
01

H

N

O

-m

0

-5

-10

16.2 17.8 19.4 22.2

BEAM ENERGY (GeV)

The measurements shown here were made with the

shower counter. The expected behavior is indic-

ated by the dashed curve, which is normalized to

the point at 19.4 GeV. The effects of different

values of Q
2 at the different energies are com-

pensated in the figure by dividing the experi-

mental asymmetry by Q
2

The data shown here clearly demonstrate the

effect of the polarization precession on the

measured experimental asymmetry. At a beam en-

ergy of 17.8 GeV, where the polarization is

transverse, the data are consistent with the ex-

pection that no asymmetry would be observed.

To summarize, both of the methods used to

select the beam polarization at the target--by

optical control at the source, and by spin pre-

cession through the beam switchyard--yielded re-

sults that closely matched the expected behavior.

In combination, these two methods provide rather

persuasive evidence that the measured experiment-

al asymmetry between the scattering of RH- and

LH-polarized electrons is a consequence of the

beam polarization itself, and not of any pecul-

iarities in the experimental hardware nor in the

handling of the data.

~---- -r - - -- - __ - -- _

_ __��
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G. THE FINAL RESULT

Now that we've checked, rechecked, cross-

checked and in general combed all the fleas out

of E-122's experimental procedure, it's time to

get down to brass tacks and produce the Final

Answer.

1. The Input Data

The data that were used to arrive at the fin-

al result were the measurements made by the show-

er counter (but not the Cerenkov counter) at

beam energies of 19.4 and 22.2 GeV (not 16.2

GeV). The reasons for these selections were as

follows:

(a) The shower and Cerenkov counters did not

function as statistically independent detectors

during this experiment, because both counters

responded to the same scattered particles. So

it was not reasonable simply to add the measure-

ments from the two counters together. The show-

er counter data was chosen because its level of

unwanted background events was about 1h%, where-

as it was about 4% in the Cerenkov counter. The

shower counter thus provided the "cleaner" data.

(b) At a beam energy of 16.2 GeV, an uncer-

tain but relatively large fraction of the scat-

tered electrons originated from "elastic" collis-

ions in the target (see page 7), and also from

collisions in which "resonant states" were pro-

duced. Events of both of these kinds serve to

muddy up the data. At the two highest energy

points, 19.4 and 22.2 GeV, the contribution from

these background sources was negligibly small.

LO

r-l

x

| H

¢X

n ¢
>4 v

¢OR
Pm

Mp^-:4

s=) a
en 0

§~ PA

The figure below shows the measurements made

by the shower counter during a series of 44 in-

dividual "runs" at a beam energy of 19.4 GeV.

More data were taken at this energy than at any

of the other beam-energy points, and the figure

includes all of this 19.4 GeV data. The results

of the running at 22.2 GeV are very similar to

those shown in the figure, so we do not display

them here. The individual runs varied but were

typically a few hours per run.

There are two aspects of the data shown in

figure that we want to emphasize:

(a) The fractional beam polarization of 0.37

has been taken into account in plotting the fig-

ure. That is, the asymmetry measurements have

been divided by 0.37 in order to show what asym-

metry would have been measured if the beam polar-

ization had been 1.00 (100% polarized).

(b) From our definition of the asymmetry,

P -P
RH LHA=
RH + PLH

we recall that a positive value of A will indic-

ate a greater probability for the scattering of

RH-polarized electrons than for LH-polarized el-

electrons, while a negative value will indicate

the opposite. In the figure below, the data

points are divided about equally between positive

and negative values of A as measured. But hold

on a minute--we forgot about the prism orienta-

tion. A prism setting of 90° reverses the 0°

polarization, so all of the open-circle (0) data

10 20 30

_ __ __I_� __
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points should actually show negative rather than positive values of A. We straighten out this poss-

ible confusion factor by replotting all the 90° data points from the previous figure to form the

corrected asymmetry measurements in the following new figure:

Ln
I
0C

x

c
>J

E-4

0

0

20

O
0

H

p -20
N
H

0 -40
P-_

q
-uvJ

10 20 30 40

This corrected figure makes it evident that

there really is a net asymmetry in the data, and

that electrons polarized left-handed do in fact

scatter with a greater probability than those

polarized right-handed. The dashed line in the

new figure is the mean value of the 44 individ-

ual asymmetry measurements that are plotted.

Numerically, this value is about

-15 x 10- 5

and there is only one more step we have to take
in order to convert this number into the final

experimental result.

We noted earlier that the asymmetry in scat-

tering between LH and RH polarization would not

be a single, constant number, but rather that it

would depend upon (be proportional to) the quan-

tity symbolized by "Q2 11 which is the amount of

momentum that is transferred from beam electron

to target deuteron in a scattering collision.

In a certain sense, the momentum transfer is re-

LLisLJtcal rrLLor

This is the final result for the runs made with

a deuterium target. For the smaller data sample

that was collected with a hydrogen target, the

final result was

A/Q 2 =-(9.7 ± 2.7) x 10
- 5

where the statistical and systematic errors have

lated to the forcefulness or "crunch" with which

two particles collide. But we don't need to

dwell upon this subject here other than to note

that a bigger bang means a larger Q
2 , and that

on the average Q2 increases when higher energy

beams are used.

From the table on page 16 we take the aver-

age Q2 values for beams of 19.4 and 22.2 GeV,

namely 1.46 and lo91. (The units don't matter

for our present purpose.) For the data samples

that were used in Experiment E-122, the weighted

mean of these two numbers is about 1.6, and this

is the number we'll use to get the final answer,

namely,

A -15 x 10 5

- = -- = -(9.5 + errors) x 10"5

Q2 1.6

Since it took us 17 pages of gab to get here,

we'll add the errors and then celebrate by writ-

ing out the Final Answer so it's plainly visible:

D y LtC-lL-LLL L J- : I-

been combined. These two results are self-con-

sistent, but in the following discussion we shall

deal only with the larger sample of deuterium

data.

2. Systematic Error

In most high-energy physics experiments, the

RUN SEQUENCE -+
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potential sources of systematic error include

such things as slow drifts of the gains of photo-

tubes, of magnet currents, and of the response

of various electronic devices. In the case of

E-122, all such gradual instrumental changes

were irrelevant because of the rapid and random

reversals of the beam polarization. In addition,

the small pulse-to-pulse variations in the beam

parameters can be discounted because they were

much less than the ^ 3% statistical fluctuations

that occurred in the detectors as a consequence

of the average flux of about 1000 particles per

pulse.

The two main sources that did contribute to

the systematic error in the experiment were the

average differences in beam parameters between

LH- and RH-polarized beams, and the uncertainty

in the fractional beam polarization. The estim-

ated errors from these two sources were ±3.3%

and ±5%, respectively, which were added to give

±8.3%. The final assigned systematic error was

thus ±8.3% x -9.5 = ±0.785, rounded off to ±0.8

x 10 5.

3. Statistical Error

It is a tricky business to make a reasonable

estimate of the systematic error in an experi-

ment, because there is no way of of knowing that

all possible sources have been evaluated. In

contrast, the statistical error can be calculated

Now the same kind of suggestion applies for

experimenters. Experimenters should finish the

experiment; they should also have pride in

their work, their result should last more than

a year. If the result is given as 1.5 ± 0.2,

it should not later turn out that it is 0.8 +

0.1. It sounds ridiculous, but it is true that

data disagree with each other by numbers great-

er than the errors. The reason is that the

stated errors are usually statistical errors

only, which is a very lazy way to write down

the result of an experiment. Who cares what

the statistical error is? You want to know

what the number is. The sources of systematic

errors must be investigated to a point where

you are sure what the real number is. When in

ten years from now the exact number is found,

it has to be close to what you said it was,

within one or two standard deviations of what

you quoted. --R. P. Feynman

straightforwardly and exactly from the total num-

ber of events, n, that were used in the final

data sample. The formula is AA = ±(1//-n).

For E-122, n was about 1.5 x 1010, which resulted

in a statistical error of AA = ±(0.86 x 10-5).
So the final statistical error was ±0.86 x -9.5

= ±0.817, rounded off to ±0.8 x 10
5.

4. How Good Is The Final Result?

In the paper that described the results of

E-122, the systematic and statistical errors were

added linearly to give a total assigned error of

±1.6 x 10
- 5 in the quoted value of A/Q

2. We want

to finish up this section by trying to get an

idea, generally, about how firm (or shaky) the

final experimental answer is likely to be. To be-

gin with, let's first imagine an entirely differ-

ent experiment that has somehow managed to have

no systematic error at all (that definitely makes

it imaginary). The result quoted for this ideal

experiment is, say,

10 ± 1

where the ±1 is the statistical error. Now we

ask the question, What are the odds that the

"real" answer is given by Cases A, B or C below?

A:

B:
C:

"Real" Answer Is

less than 9 or more than 11

less than 8 or more than 12

less than 7 or more than 13

Odds Against

2 to 1

21 to 1

370 to 1

So there is a pretty good chance, statistically,

that the real answer is closer to 9 or 11 than

to 10, but not much chance that it's around 7 or

13. Cases A, B, C correspond to what is called

"one-," "two-," and "three-standard deviations,"

respectively, and the odds listed above are an

accurate indication of how likely such deviations

are to occur. But the key point here is that

such odds can only be reasonably applied to stat-

istical errors, because wirh statistics (cards,

coin tosses) you know exactly what it is that

you don't know.

With systematic errors, two problems arise:

(1) nothing is known about any error sources

that you haven't even found yet; (2) not enough

may be known about the sources that have been

found to be able to estimate the error accurat-

ely (maybe it should be +2 instead of simply

±1). So the message that emerges is to keep

looking hard and to estimate conservatively.

So we can't take the E-122 result, A/Q
2 =

-(9.5 ± 1.6) x 10-
5, and do the standard devia-

tion business with it to calculate specific odds.

However, we get the impression that the E-122 ex-

perimenters would prefer not to have their answer

turn out to be way out in left field somewhere

when the chickens come home to roost. (Block

that metaphor!) So our opinion is that -9.5

might stray away by ±2.0 or ±2.5, but any more

than that we'll begin to make book against.

If your experiment needs statistics, you

ought to have done a better experiment.

We haven't the money, so we've got to

think.
--Ernest Rutherford

From The Harvest of a Quiet Eye, a selection

of scientific quotations by Alan L. Mackay.
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IV. Physics Significance

A. THE NEWS GOES OUT

Experiment E-122 was first described publicly

last June 12, when the spokeman for the work,

Charles Prescott of SLAC, addressed an overflow

crowd of about 350 persons in the SLAC auditor-
ium. Something of the special character of the

occasion became evident when an unusual thing
happened, and a usual thing did not happen, after

Prescott had completed his 90-minute talk. First,
the applause from the audience was unusually vig-
orous and unusually sustained. And second, when

the floor was thrown open for the usual 5- to
10-minute question-and-answer session, not a sin-

gle question was asked. (In the typical physics
seminar, the speaker begins answering, or waiving

off, questions shortly before he says, "May I
have the first slide, please.")

The expressive silence that ended Prescott's
seminar was a recognition of both the elegance

of the experiment per se and of the physics sig-
nificance of the final result. In the preceding
sections of this article we're tried to suggest
some aspects of the elegance. Now we try to

deal briefly with the significance.

B. WHAT WAS LEARNED IN E-122

What was learned for sure in Experiment E-122
was the following:

1. Parity is violated in the scattering of
polarized electrons from deuterium or hydrogen.

2. More generally, parity is violated in
neutral current interactions.

3. The level of the observed parity viola-
tion is about 1 part in 10,000.

However, when E-122's results were first des-

cribed in such publications as Nature and Sci-

ence News, the articles had titles such as "A
giant step toward unified field theory," "Major

boost for unified field theory," "Particle the-
ory: Stanford electron experiment closes options."

So in the minds of many (us too), E-122's
significance is based only partly on what was

discovered, with the other part coming from what

the discovery implied. The class of theories in

question is the "unified field (or gauge) theor-
ies," and the specific theory that E-122's re-

sult supported is the "Weinberg-Salam model."

C. THE WEINBERG-SALAM MODEL

The whole subject of unified field or gauge

theories is very difficult; we barely scratch its
surface here. We noted earlier that the electro-

magnetic interactions of the elementary particles
are described with remarkable accuracy by the

theory known as quantum electrodynamics, or QED.

Because of its success, QED has served as a model

or as starting point in attempts to devise theor-
ies of the weak- and strong-force interactions.

QED has a certain property called "gauge invar-
iance," and other theories that have a similar
or analagous property are known as "gauge" theor-

ies. (Try to ignore the "measurement" or "length"

connotation that goes with the word "gauge"; it

was mistakenly chosen long ago but now just gener-

ates confusion.) The original appeal of gauge
theories lay in their formal elegance, but it was

not until the mid-1960's that it began to appear

that such theories could have a connection with
the real world.

In 1967-68, Steven Weinberg and Abdus Salam
independently proposed a gauge theory in which
the weak and electromagnetic interactions were
"unified," but in which the underlying identity
of these two forces was masked in their observed

interactions. We briefly mention here a couple
of the inportant aspects of the Weinberg-Salam

(W-S) model:

1. Quarks and leptons. The "building blocks"
are the quarks and leptons, which are grouped to-

gether in an unfamiliarway that separates their

states of left- and right-handed polarization.
We use only the "first generation" leptons (e-,

ve) and quarks (u, d) to show the groupings:

Left-Handed
Doublets

(eZ d

Right-Handed
Singlets

(e-)R (u)R (d)R

The W-S model was expanded to include the "second

generation" leptons (p-, Vp) and quarks (c, s),
and can be expanded to include the third genera-

tion (T-, T and t, b), all of which would appear

in the same pattern of left-handed doublets and
right-handed singlets.

2. The "gauge" bosons. The interactions be-

tween and among leptons and quarks are carried

by four "gauge" particles; the photon and the
three W bosons (y, W°, W+, W-). These force-

carrying particles form a single, related group

of field quanta that couple to matter with the

same intrinsic strength. The large observed

difference in effective coupling strength is at-
tributed to the huge masses of the W particles
(the photon has zero mass), which on present ev-

idence are on the order of 75 to 100 GeV.

3. The Weinberg angle. The only "free para-

meter" in the theory is called the "Weinberg
angle," 0 W, which is to be determined from exper-

iment, which plays a central role, and which us-

ually appears as a trigonometric function (sin OW
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cos OW, sin2eW, etc.).

Experimental Evidence

We now review briefly the major pieces of

experimental evidence concerning the W-S model.

Our conclusion will be that this model presently

looks very good, while its competitors appear

at best sickly and at worst dead.

Neutral currents. The W° particle should med-

iate neutral-current interactions, but none had

been seen until 1973, when they were discovered

at CERN.

Charm. The discoveries of the i/J particles,

of other psions, and finally of "nakedly" charm-

ed particles in the period 1974-1976 led, among

other things, to the resolution of a certain

puzzling problem (the absence of "strangeness-

changing" neutral-current interactions). The

fourth, charmed quark had been postulated by

Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani as the solution

to this problem (the "GIM mechanism") in 1970.

Neutrino experiments. During the last five

years there have been many neutrino experiments,

all of which yielded results consistent with the

predictions of the W-S model. These experiments

narrow down the possible value of the Weinberg

angle to sin2 Owbetween about 0.20 and 0.30, with

0.24-0.25 preferred.

Contradictory evidence. We ignore here some

unresolved problems with atomic physics experi-

ments for which parity violation was predicted

and observed (one case) or not observed (two

cases). Wait-and-see is the consensus.

The E-122 result. There are perhaps 8 or 10

alternative theoretical models which unify the

weak and electromagnetic interactions in ways

slightly or considerably different from the W-S

model. SLAC theorist Michael Barnett has recent-

ly reviewed the experimental evidence that can

discriminate among these alternative theories.

Ignoring a couple of W-S "look-alike" models,

Barnett concludes that only the W-S model and

perhaps the so-called "hybrid" models can survive

the testing. (See SLAC-PUB-2183.)

The figure shows the W-S and hybrid model

(dashed lines) predictions compared with the E-

122 results. E-122 gives sin28w = 0.20 + 0.03,

which fits the neutrino data well. The hybrid

model is marginal with only this data. In the

figure, "y" is the fractional loss of energy suf-

fered by the scattered electrons (0.21 in figure).

D. A SECOND RUN FOR E-122

Starting next month, E-122 will take data at

several different values of y, ranging from about

0.16 up to 0.50. This should help to sharpen the

discrimination between the W-S and hybrid models.

A final word. E-122 was a major experiment-

al confirmation of the W-S model. Although

there are ways to explain the data we've dis-

cussed without using any gauge theory, W-S has

now given so many right answers that it's prem-

ise of weak-EM unification deserves to be taken

seriously. --Bill Kirk
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